The following additions, changes, and deletions were approved by the committee.

I. COURSE ADDITIONS, CHANGES, AND DELETIONS

HISTORY

CHANGE: HIS 364. GERMANY: AGE OF UNIFICATION, 1815-1914. Survey of the major developments of German history. (3)

TO: HIS 364. GERMANY: AGE OF UNIFICATION, 1815-1914 HISTORY OF GERMANY, 1800 - 1918. Survey of the major developments of German history during the nineteenth century and the era of the First World War. (3)

CHANGE: HIS 365. GERMANY FROM WORLD WAR I TO PRESENT. Survey of the major developments in German history in the 20th century. (3)

TO: HIS 365. GERMANY FROM WORLD WAR I TO PRESENT HISTORY OF GERMANY, 1918 TO THE PRESENT. Survey of the major developments in German history in the 20th century since the First World War. (3)
MODERN LANGUAGES

ADD: SPAN 576. ADVANCED SPANISH FOR BUSINESS. Introduction to spoken and written language of the Spanish-speaking business world. Acquisition of and practice with general commercial terminology used in Spanish for such functional business areas as economics, management, marketing, finance, and import-export. Pre-requisite: Span 571. (3)

CHANGE: SPAN 565. SPANISH AMERICAN WOMEN WRITERS. Poetry, drama, and narrative written by Spanish American women with particular attention to the themes, theories, and questions surrounding gender and escritura femenina. (3)

TO: SPAN 565. SPANISH AMERICAN WOMEN WRITERS. Poetry, drama, and narrative written by Spanish American women with particular attention to the themes, theories, and questions surrounding gender and escritura femenina. Pre-requisite: SPAN 331. (3)

POLITICAL SCIENCE

ADD: POL 623. REGIME CHANGE AND DEMOCRATIZATION. Theories and analysis of transitions to and from democracy. (3)

PSYCHOLOGY

ADD: PSY 365. ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. Exploration of the human dimensions of environmental problems. Topics include the human-nature connection; the role of nature in development of human identity, attitudes, and behaviors; eco-anxiety; and nature-based therapies. Service-learning component. Pre-requisite: PSY 201. (3)

ADD: PSY 417. DISASTERS AND MENTAL HEALTH. The role of psychologists in the field of disaster mental health. Topics include psychopathology after disasters, vulnerability and resilience, special populations, and related mental health interventions and services. Prerequisite: 9 hours of psychology courses. (3)

CHANGE: PSY 313. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR. A unified account of human and animal behavior mainly in terms of learning and motivation; introduction to modern behavior theory. Pre-requisite: PSY 201. (3)
TO: PSY 313. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR. A unified account of human and animal behavior mainly in terms of learning and motivation; introduction to modern behavior theory. Pre-requisite: PSY 201, PSY 309, or PSY 323. (3)

II. OTHER CATALOG CHANGES

ART
On page 69 of the Fall 2010 undergraduate catalog:
CHANGE: B.F.A. in Art
Course Requirements: Requirements for the B.F.A. include the following:
15 hours of second-level studio core: Take five of the following seven courses: 312, 322, 332, either 362 or 364, either 341 or 342, either 371 or 372, and either 382 or 383;

TO: Course Requirements: Requirements for the B.F.A. include the following:
15 hours of second-level studio core: Take five of the following seven courses: 312, 322, 332, either 362 or 364, either 341 or 342, either 371 or 372, and either 382, 383, or 384;

PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
On page 111 of the Fall 2010 undergraduate catalog:
CHANGE: B.S. in Physics
Course Requirements: A B.S. major in physics must have a working knowledge of mathematics, including differential equations. B.S. physics majors must take Math 261, 262, 263, 264, and 353, plus at least one of the following courses: Math 319, 454, or 459. All six required math courses should be completed by the end of the junior year. Forty-two hours of physics courses are required for the B.S. degree; they include Phys 211, 212, 221, 222, 308, 309, 310, 317, 318, 319, 401, 402, 451, 498, and one upper-division laboratory-based course in addition to Phys 319. (Typically, either Phys 321 or Phys 417 is taken as the other lab class in part because either will complete the 42-hour requirement.) Students cannot take Phys 303 for credit toward the major.

TO: Course Requirements: A B.S. major in physics must have a working knowledge of mathematics, including differential equations. B.S. physics majors must take Math 261, 262, 263, 264, 319, and 353, plus either the following courses: Math 419, 454, or 459. All six seven required math courses should be completed by the end of the junior year. Forty-two hours of physics courses are required for the B.S. degree; they include Phys 211, 212, 221, 222, 308, 309, 310, 317, 318, 319, 401, 402, 451, 498, and one upper-division laboratory-based course in addition to Phys 319. (Typically, either Phys 321 or Phys 417 is taken as the other lab class in part because either will complete the 42-hour requirement.) Students cannot take Phys 303 for credit toward the major.
II. OTHER BUSINESS

**Guest Speaker Noel Wilkin (Provost / VC for Academic Affairs)** - Spoke about tornado and disaster preparedness at the University of Mississippi.

**Guest Speaker Taylor McGraw (ASB President)** – Spoke about his proposal to allow the University to purchase scantrons and blue books for the entire student body.

1. Jan Murray announced the new poet in residence
2. Dean Glen Hopkins discussed Taylor McGraw’s proposal with the committee. He asked their thoughts on the proposal. They came to the conclusion that research was needed before they could vote on the proposal.